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Student-line or 
Beginner Instruments:

Beginner instruments are made for 
durability and ease of learning.  Designed 

for the younger player, a beginning 
instrument is made of sturdier materials 

and designed so that the student can 
learn to play with ease.  A well-made 

beginner instrument from a reputable 
manufacturer is meant to survive the 

learning curve of a beginner’s first 
attempts and successes.  It is built to last 

the many years in a student’s school 
music “band life,” enduring the rigors of 

intense playing. Some students choose to 
use their beginner instrument as their 

marching instrument because of its 
durability. However, many students’ 

playing progresses to a point that they 
outgrow the capabilities of the student 

instrument. This student has progressed 
beyond the learning curve of the beginner 

and requires more out of his instrument   
These students are ready to “step-up” into 
an instrument that has been designed for 

the more advanced player to succeed.

Step-up instruments are made for 
tone quality, musical expression, and 

range. Many step-up instruments 
will be lighter weight, made of finer 

metals or exotic wood for a richer 
tone.  Some will have a larger bore 

for a fuller, bigger sound while some 
have additional keys or valves 

allowing for faster play, greater 
technical accuracy, and extended 

range. 

A step-up instrument allows the 
student to expand his or her musical 

growth which often inspires the 
student to rededicate themselves to 

their practicing,  renewing their 
excitement to play more challenging 

music.

Intermediate or 
Step-up Instruments:

Features
Solid silver headjoint

Solid silver headjoint and 
body/footjoint

Gold or wood lip plate

Gizmo key, low Bb foot

Split E Mechanism, pointed key arm

Open tone holes

Richer, fuller tone & more characteristic 
sound
Maximum richness & tone quality

Less possible reaction to silver; slightly 
warmer sound

Additional options to improve tone & range

Ease of playing and consistency of tone

Quicker response & enhanced tone

Benefi�

Flute

Always play the instrument before you purchase. Students should test an instrument 
with their regular mouthpiece, reeds, etc., since different mouthpieces make a 

significant difference.
See how it feels and plays to you!




